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THE RICHNESS OF THE TERRITORY

Cast your sails
Swaying in the wind and in sync 
with the exceptional tides, share 
an unforgettable experience with 
the sea. 
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Walk, Pedal, Gallop
Walk along the coastal paths and wander around the lustrous countryside on foot, 
by bike, or on horseback to discover breathtaking landscapes.

Explore nature
Explore protected nature reserves to 
discover preserved fauna and flora.
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In the countryside
Discover the green and blossoming 
countryside. Stroll around the typical 
villages which look as though they 
have come directly from a water-
colour.

For love of taste
Treat yourself as much as you wish to the 
iodine-rich products of the sea and try out 
our exquisite local specialties: buckwheat 
pancakes, wheat flour pancakes … 

Liberate your energy
Feel like going out? Moving around? With 
family or friends, come and make the most of 
the top-quality activities and shows on offer all 
year round.

Going out, bargain-hunting, educating yourself
For those passionate about art and culture, the 
Emerald coast is the ideal destination to spend 
a weekend, or longer.

Marvellous coast
Breathe the sea air and let yourself be taken away 
by the changing reflections of the water and the 
radiant light of this wild coastline. Admire the 
exceptional seaside architecture or the delightful 
fishing villages.

The charming banks of the Rance River 
Walk along the beautiful and calm 
Rance River. At the twists and 
turns, let yourself be enchanted 
by the delightful dwellings built of 
glimmering granite.
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CAST YOUR SAILS

We surf here  

all year round

 The magnificent stretches of water 
on the Emerald coast are ideal playing 
areas for fans of water sports, either solo 
or in a club. For fans of shellfish picking 
or angling, the very low tides in the area 
are not-to-be-missed meeting places 
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Between heaven 

and the sea
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Adventure is in every  
breath of the wind
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WALK, PEDAL, GALLOP!
 The Emerald coast is the dream place for 

walkers, cyclists, horse-riders. Golfers can 
swing on renowned golf courses, one of which 
is the legendary Dinard Golf Club built in 1887. 
Horse fans can meet up during two major events: 
show jumping in Dinard in July and horse-racing 
by the sea in Lancieux in August  

Do ask for more  
information at the  

Tourist Offices

Let’s galop!06
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The legendary Dinard golf 

course: a flavour of England

Come and 
swing by  
the sea

On foot, on horse-back,  

or on a bike, come and  

discover the excursions of 

the Emerald coast
International show  
jumping in Dinard.

Horse-racing on the 

course by the sea in 

Ploubalay/Lancieux
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MORE INFORMATION AT:

     The polder of Ploubalay
     The “Tertre Corlieu”
     The “Garde Guérin”
     The “pointe du Nick” headland
     The “Anse des Grandes Rivières” cove
     The “pointe de Cancaval” headland
     The “Anse de Saint-Buc” cove
     The “Etang du Bois Joli” water pool

AN EXCEPTIONAL NATURAL HERITAGE
 The Emerald coast has many remarkable natural 

areas which shelter rich and specific fauna and  
flora, visible all year round with family or friends 

  

The Grey Wagtail 

lives near waterways. 

Protected species 

visible in the Spring 

and Summer
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The Greater Horseshoe Bat: protected and sedentary  species hibernating in caves or fortifications

Salicor
nia grows in 

the salt m
eadows,  

the salt m
arshes.  

Successive
ly covered

 

and uncovered
 by the 

sea, it is g
iven a salty 

taste ov
er the course 

of the tides

The Grey Heron:  protected species visible all-year round near the coast, rivers and areas of water
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The Herring Gull : 

protected species, visible 

all-year round on the 

coastline
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The Canada Goose: protected 

 species fr
om estuary and mud 

flats. Migrating bird from the 

North of Siberia arriving in  

October and leaving in March

Natural areas of the 
protected coastline
www.conservatoire-du-littoral.fr

Sensitive natural areas of the 
Ille-et-Vilaine region
www.ille-et-vilaine.fr

The Com
mon Buzzar

d: 

prote
cted spec

ies, v
isible

 

all-y
ear r

ound

The Eurasian Curlew, migratory bird which hibernates in mud flats at the end of the Summer until the Spring

The Great Cormorant: protected species,  visible all-year round

The Common Shelduck: 

bird of the estuaries, 

the mud flats. Migrates 

from our coast 
at the 

end of the Summer  

to moult on the  

sandbanks off t
he  

German coast



EXPLORE NATURE
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 Whether it is at the seaside or inland 
this territory possesses a vast array 
of natural areas of more than 120km². 
The protection of this exceptional 
natural heritage is managed by the 
Conservatoire du Littoral (Protected 
coastline organisation) and the county 
of llle-et-Vilaine  

In the Spring, when birdsong 

resounds, sumptuous carpets of 

orchids deck the fields

NATURE & LEISURE
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Country walks in the 

cove of Montmarin in 

Pleurtuit
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COUNTRY CODE 
Reminder of the basic rules in order to respect the 
local territory.

For walkers: 
- Do not walk stray from the footpaths
- Do not use motor vehicles in order to keep the 
area peaceful
- Do not pick flowers or wild plants 
- Do not frighten wild animals 
- Keep your dog on a leash and dispose of any 
excrement
- Do not camp 
- Do not light fires 

For anglers: 
- Respect the regulatory sizes of the species you 
fish and the authorised fishing periods
- Only fish what is necessary for your own 
consumption
- Replace any stones you upturn in exactly the 
same position.
- Do not pick seaweed 

More information at:
www.bretagne-environnement.org
the portal of environmental information in Brittany
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IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
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AUTHENTIC HERITAGE

 Get way to the countryside on 
the Emerald coast: typical country 
villages, old churches, renovated farm 
houses or imposing farm buildings… 
for those who want to discover other 
parts of the territory 
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Typical 
renovated 

stone  
farmhouse
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MARVELLOUS COASTLINE

La villa “Les Roches 

Brunes”, one of the 407 

listed villas of the  

« pointe de la Malouine » 

in Dinard
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 How beautiful the coast is! Come and admire 
the fishing villages with their steep little 
streets, typical Captain houses or sumptuous 
villas that overlook the open sea

 

AUTHENTIC HERITAGE

Saint-Briac-sur-Mer to wander through the passageways
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The Captain’s house which today is the Christella guest house in Saint-Lunaire
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For amateur botanists, the 

splendid gardens of the 

“Domaine de Montmarin” 

in Pleurtuit can be visited 

all-year round

 Delightful little fishing ports, typical 
houses, old slipways and tide mills… the 
idyllic environment of the banks of the 
Rance River that you can discover on foot or 
on water all-year round  

Guided tours to discover 

all facets of the territory

AUTHENTIC HERITAGE
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THE CHARMS OF THE Rance River
The Manoli museum 

at La Richardais,  

a magical place  

situated on the edge 

of the Rance
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The tidal power plant of the 

Rance:  the first plant in the 

world to produce electrici
ty 

from tidal movement
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FOR THE LOVE OF TASTE
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ART OF LIVING

 The Emerald coast has a wide range 
of culinary specialties: products of the 
sea, Breton cakes and biscuits, without 
forgetting the unavoidable buckwheat 
pancakes to be sampled at any time of 
the day   

Tasty vegetables from  

the market

100% NATURAL 

scallops
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ART OF LIVING
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" I love pancakes. Do you know how?  

When they are well-done. With butter inside.  

Tra la la la la la la" 

The reputable  

salted-butter cakes 
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SET YOUR eNERGY FREE

ART OF LIVING

 Concerts, festivals, exhibitions, 
theatre, traditional festivals … the 
Emerald coast offers a wide range of 
outings and activities all year-round 
to satisfy every taste 

 

Fest-Noz, Breton  
bagpipes, bombards...  
The Breton spirit

The International Festival of Young Fashion Designers 
in Dinard

The traditional windmill festival in Lancieux
20

The World  
Folklore festival in 

La Richardais 
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ART OF LIVING
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Traditional 

Pardon of the 

sea in memory 

of lost sailors

Let the show 

begin!

Festival or concert?  
It’s up to you!
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ART OF LIVING

 Bargain-hunters and art amateurs are 
well-and-truly delighted with the numerous 
“bric-à-brac” shops, galleries, museums 
and exhibition centres open all-year round

  

GOING OUT, BARGAIN-HUNTING, 
EDUCATING YOURSELF
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Car boot sale – Boulevard de la 

Houle in Saint-Briac-sur-Mer



ART OF LIVING
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GOING OUT, BARGAIN-HUNTING, 
EDUCATING YOURSELF
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Dinard Tourist Office

2, Boulevard Féart
35800 Dinard
Tel: +33 2 99 46 94 12
info@ot-dinard.com
www.ot-dinard.com

Saint-Lunaire Tourist Office

72, Boulevard du Général de Gaulle
35800 Saint-Lunaire
Tel: + 33 2 99 46 31 09
ot@saint-lunaire.com
www.saint-lunaire.com

Saint-Briac Tourist Office

49, Grande Rue
35800 Saint-Briac-sur-Mer
Tel: +33 2 99 88 32 47
ot.saint-briac@wanadoo.fr
www.tourisme-saint-briac.fr

Lancieux Tourist Office

Square Jean Conan
22770 Lancieux
Tel: +33 2 96 86 25 37
contact@lancieuxtourisme.fr
www.lancieuxtourisme.fr

Pleurtuit Tourist Office

(July - August)
Mairie de Pleurtuit
2, rue de Dinan
35730 Pleurtuit
Tel: +33 2 99 88 41 13
mairie@pleurtuit.com
www.pleurtuit.com

Ploubalay Tourist Office

(July - August)
Square de la gare
22650 Ploubalay
Tel: +33 2 96 82 60 60
mairiedeploubalay@wanadoo.fr
www.ville-ploubalay.com

Rance Dam Information Point

Barrage de la Rance
35780 La Richardais

COMMUNAUTÉ DE COMMUNES
CÔTE D’ÉMERAUDE
Cap Émeraude
35730 PLEURTUIT
02 23 15 13 15
accueil@cote-emeraude.fr
www.cote-emeraude.fr
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